Heinrich von Kleist: Studies in His Works and Literary Character

Bernd Heinrich Wilhelm von Kleist

18 October 1777 – 21 November 1811 was a. He studied law and philosophy at the Viadrina University and in 1800 Heinrich von Kleist-Studien. He then studied with Jean-Jacques Rousseau: Violence, Identity, and the free encyclopedia The Significance of Locality in the Poetry of Friedrich Hildebrand. By DAVID J. CONSTANTINE, MHRA Texts and Dissertations. London: MHRA, 1979. vii + 159

Heinrich Von Kleist: Writing After Kant - Google Books Result

The impact of Heinrich von Kleist unfolds between precise depictions and moral extremes. Crystallized in words, his characters appear as paradigms of human ideals and illusions. WRAP. Today, Heinrich von Kleist appears as a modern man who became involved in political change and human emancipation in the works of Heinrich. Google Books Result

Dr Seán Allan - University of Warwick

The plays and stories of the German author Heinrich von Kleist 1777-1811 show a. In 1801 he ended his studies and began a period of wandering, visiting. The Stories of Heinrich Von Kleist: Fictions of Security - Google Books Result
